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Please ‘Like’ us
and follow The
Ryleys on Facebook and Twitter

The weather was probably
one of the main talking
points of this week and the
school very unusually had to
admit defeat and close on
Wednesday as the snow
came down. Clearly, the
children were very disappointed to miss a day at
school and play in snow instead...!
In other news, technology
and screen time have been
highlighted once again, this
time with regards to new
research and the alarming
finding that 'screen addiction
is causing young children to
lose delicate coordination
skills such as those needed
to tie their shoelaces.' In a
study of 2,400 children, it
was also reported that high
screen time was 'significantly
associated' with poorer test
results in communication,
problem solving and social
skills.
This is a worrying and growing trend amongst young
children whose development
is being slowed down by too
much screen time.
It is often very difficult for
parents to limit and control
screen time without being
on constant patrol or without having to argue and negotiate with their children
about it.
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If you have experienced this,
you might be interested in an
app ‘Screen Time’ the website
is called screentimelabs.com.
You can set how much time the
children have on their tablet,
block apps and monitor what
they have been searching for in
the search engines.
You can also reward extra time
for completing tasks such as
homework or getting dressed
in the morning. According to
one parent, it has been a lifechanger and made home life far
more harmonious!
Enjoy this week's newsletter
and have a peaceful weekend.
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A Snowy Day
With school unfortunately shut on
Wednesday, several pupils made the
most of a day at home and built some
fantastic snowmen!

New Nursery Babies
This week, we have welcomed
the very youngest members of
the Ryleys’ family to school and
have opened our Nursery to
include children from 12
months.
Welcome to them all. As you
can see they have all settled in
very well!
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Arctic Research
It seems very apt that Year 2
have been learning all about the
Arctic this half term, and the
children have thrown themselves
into a research project on Arctic
animals.
Four children have been highlighted for their work and have
been awarded work of the week.
Well done!
.
They are:





Sophia L
Talia C
Lucy G
Lazzar B

Thank You!
We would like to say a huge thank
you to Mr and Mrs Boardman for
purchasing a new school Buddy
Bench from the Wishing Tree.
The Buddy Bench will be a wonderful addition to the school playground and will be a lovely place
for children to chat with friends.
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Year 6 Pop-Up Stories
After a busy exam period, Year
6 have enjoyed making pop-up
books and writing creative stories about different houses.
They have really let their creative flair go wild and have written stories about ghosts and
gingerbread men coming alive!

Ambition Awards
Congratulations to the following
children for receiving the Ambition Award for showing ambitious qualities in their work and
attitude.










RJ-Vaani P
RL- Kai K
1O – Naya P
1T- Isabella S
2K- Luke H
3W—Andrew S
4A—Jacob L
Y5—Matthew G
Y6—Tav H

Rainbow Awards
RJ-Leo C - Fantastic keen maths work and sharing his understanding with his talking partner.
RL- Hamish B— For fantastic writing about old toys.
1O- Tyler H - Great topic work on old homes
1T- Richard L - for being a ray of sunshine in the classroom.
2K- Frankie W - for being a super Year 2 role model in behaviour, manners and hard
work.

Smart Appearance
Lucas M 2K | Francesca C 6T

Head Teacher’s Tea Party
This week’s tea party guests
were:











Kai K
Elina B
Amelia S
Anya C
Zach T
Oscar W
Guy H
William C
Peter M
Sebastian S

Five Minutes with Miss Bridge...
Who was the teacher who inspired you as
a child and how did they inspire you?
Mr Howells, he was one of my sixth form teachers. He was very supportive, he helped to build
my confidence and believe in myself.
Mr Howells helped me through my application
to university, which was the best decision I’ve
ever made.
What is your favourite holiday destination?

If you could take three items to a desert
island, what would they be?

St Agnes, Cornwall. I camped in St Agnes for many
years with my family when I was younger, it’s a beautiful little village with amazing beaches such as Chapel
Porth Beach.

Phone/headphones, my dog, sun cream.

What’s your favourite book and why?
Your favourite quote.
The Keeper of Lost Things. It’s a quirky story which
opens up your imagination and leaves you curious
about abandoned and lost objects.

